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Abstract— The research identified the key element on P. R. China’s incentives in modern history on techtransfer practices. With reviewing 

on the state funding surrogacy in the natural sciences, the author identified the key militant coercive contracting clauses in the document of 

the National Natural Science Foundation of China. With its combined workings with the statutory & martial laws, the analysis takes a com-

parative culture approach that partially counteracts the work of the “United Front Working Group of the CPC”, which constitutes as the 

major cyber espionage organization that manifests upon the communication & information technologies. The “United Front”’s work has 

substabtially undermined the premices of market economy and eroded the markets’ self-organizing & self-regulating functionalities. With 

heterogenous semantic networks taken into consideration, the psychosociological elements were taken into consideration even with the 

psychological data codings in the semantic networks of P. R. China. 

Index Terms— Cyber espionage, ethical risks in technology, heterogenous networks, market coercion, market deficiency, scientific 

funding, surrogate economy, semantic security, techtransfer, humanitarian laws, cultural Machiavellianism. 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

ITH the top-down indoctrination of communist & dic-
tatorial propaganda enforced in all education system in 
mainland China, the psychosocial prototypes of the 

Chinese academic & human thought processes are largely 
predictable. The power projection from the Mao Zedong dicta-
torship is still the major psychosocial dynamic factor for P. R. 
China’s international behaviors, and the only variation is the 
discourses in diplomatic channels. Apart from the Russian 
hegemony’s power political lure of thermonuclear knowledge, 
the ecologically disasterous Three Gorges Dam (TGD) build-
ing after the 1989 Tiananmen Square Massacre still served the 
illict purposes in mass destruction nuclear weapon produc-
tion. [1] The energy politics hence became the driven factor for 
P. R. China’s techtransfer practices with its centralized bank-
ing system, whereas the “free” energy source is manifested 
upon. The article puts forth a theoretical measurement on the 
earth’s internal heat budget in monitoring and quantifying the 
economic costs of the unrenewable natural resources of earth. 
The theoretical measurement is consistent with the geologists’ 
warnings on the earthquake damages before the coerced mili-
tant & dictatorial decisions in building the dam. The earth’s 
internal budget hence can effectively restrain & constrain the 
destructive behaviors of the militant practices that have now 
shifted to chip productions for global cyber espionage & sur-
veillance purposes in the market economies. [2] 

The communist power formation in mainland China, apart 
from Russian hegemonial designs, used expropriation as the 
dominant organizational margin coercion. [1] [3] Forced im-
migration for the building of the TGD had been the consistent 
criminal logic in the excercizing of governmental power. The 
modern & contemporary developments in technologies by 
techtransfer mainly serve the same purposes, and the 

misattribution of expropriation to compliance models by 
many technology companies has resulted in the adversaries’ 
manifestation of fraudulent claims on cyber sovereignty. With 
the illusions of the “free” energy sources and energy politics 
led by the Russian hegemonic power over P. R. China, the 
foreseeable individually targetable mass surveillance net-
works’ impact & impact on liberal democracies are concluded 
in the paper. 

2 METHOD 

2.1 Scientometrics 

The scientometrics were performed on the Baidu scholar 
search engine. Scientific literatures years before the building of 
TGD and before 1989 were found in geological sciences warn-
ing the increase in frequencies of earthquake happenings in 
the affected geological areas by the construction. [4] With TGD 
& earthquake as keywords search, there have been 110 papers 
discussing the problem before 1990, and by a decimal interval 
of years up to 2020, the increasing rate of relevant papers on 
the earthquake problem are 10.91%, 184.43%, and 4.90%. No 
source is found on the analysis of the causal inference of the 
earthquake problem, and recent papers in P. R. China suggests 
new earthquake detection sites are introduced for emergency 
respondence only. [5] No established causal quantification 
method has been established concerning the harmful geologi-
cal consequences from the nuclear weaponry production pur-
posed TGD. 

2.2 Quantification 

As the ongoing investigations on cosmic time has not yet 
reached a scalable phase from the qualitative research, current 
quantification method focuses on the geothermal gradient in 
the Big Bang model approach to the internal heat budget of 
the earth. Apart from the resonance effects the earth’s core has 
in the cosmos and in the solar system, the evolutionary cosmo-
logical view puts the earth’s internal heat resources into a rela-
tively limited unrenewable quantity that drove the formation 
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of inland riverbeds in the earth’s geological history. Therefore, 
the limited geothermal resources of the earth need to be taken 
into economic account in hydroelectric power plants, especial-
ly for the large-scale constructions exemplified by the TGD. 

As recent reported data suggest, the shifted discharge of the 
TGD is 69,744 (July 17, 2019) and 81,807 m3/s (July 13, 2020), 
with annual mean discharge of 29,163 and 34,763 m3/s in 2019 
and 2020, in the water body spanning 6,300 km and a basin 
size of 1,808,500 km2. With the gravitational constant on peak 
discharge, 1.045×1015 kg and 1.226×1015 kg of raw materials 
can be compressed by seconds for nuclear weaponry, with a 
backward trace of 30 years. [6] The geothermal costs of the 
riverbed heat conduction in the correlation between geother-
mal gradient and conductive heat flux, further hydrothermal 
costs of hydroelectric power plants can be acquired with 
thermal conductive samples of riverbeds. [7] Such costs are 
necessary to evaluate the factors of energy needs from human 
activity to the contribution on the temperature drops of the 
earth mantle. 

2.3 Literature Review 

The review of literature took a careful examination of the con-
tractual structures & clauses in the “natural science” funding 
body National Natural Science Foundation of China (NNSFC). 
Scientific activities, in most countries, are funded by govern-
mental agencies. The fundamental issue on P. R. China largely 
transforming scientific findings globally to military technolo-
gies shaped a key realpolitik approach to the international 
normalcy with creative commons policies. The literature re-
view identified the realpolitik & coercive elements of the regu-
lation & administrations set forth in the document. [8] Moreo-
ver, with the multilateral regionalism schemes, such contrac-
tual clauses & imposed rules on the academic & scientific 
communities substantially turned the Chinese scientific com-
munity to trade, commerce, and intelligence entities via con-
tract and top-down declarations of legislation. [9] Such meth-
od is conductible through the liberal institutions and penetra-
ble to the cyber and security realms in other countries. The 
realpolitik approach is largely explainable to the source of P. 
R. China’s militant expansionism and resource affliction in the 
financial system and global economy, which renders the nor-
mative sanction practices ineffective. [10] The individually 
targetable mass surveillance and human trafficking harm in-
flicted on me during my graduate research in the Communica-
tion University of China is explained by the coercive realpoli-
tik clauses implemented in the education institutions. [2] The 
main issues, in the spirit of science, identified in the clauses & 
“rules” are listed as follows: 1. Limitation terms, 2. Limitations 
of scope, 3. Technological focus and currency, and 4. Erosions 
on scientific morality & ethics. The morality and ethics issues 
of coercion in higher education in mainland China is through 
the legal person imposition on the minister of education of P. 
R. China. 

The NNSFC terms put the prerequisite of the affiliated 
company, implying universities, as the foundation of applica-
tion. Even though the regulation does not prohibit unaffiliated 
persons from applying funding from the NNSFC, any persons 
applying for the funding would have to be contracted to the 
companies, hence the universities. The funding prohibits indi-

viduals from applying and is open to universities in Hong 
Kong (SAR) and Macau. The academic advisors hence are put 
into a supervisory position to approve or reserve any degreed 
individuals from scientific activities. Such limitation terms 
imposed on universities largely explains the human rights 
violations incurred on me with the China Academy of Science 
behind the operations. [2] The prerequisites of the funding 
stresses regionalism and prohibits international or global iden-
tities of the researchers or scientists. [8] 

The application materials of the regulation are drafted with 
a top-down political categorical rationale. Contrary to the 
question-driven approaches largely adopted by the global sci-
entific communities, the scope in the application materials is 
limited to problem-driven categorical attributes. And the ap-
plication material stresses on not appearing any contents that 
is contrary to the laws and regulations, or concerning secret 
information and sensitive information. This means that the 
IEEE system can be adjusted on the backend contrary to the 
open data policies established in the global scientific normal-
cy. Information security is repeatedly stressed in the docu-
ment, and not only the affiliated companies are stressed in the 
information management sections, but also identity cards as 
the top-down identifiable trackings. Therefore, any projects 
concerned with international communications becomes of in-
formation intelligence with regional focus in the project regu-
lation section. This means that my dissertation with a global 
focus in outer space security was & possibly is prone to be 
manipulated under the power political framework. [11] Albeit 
I intentionally changed my linguistics and psychosocial men-
tal construct as counteracting measurements on the dictatorial 
semantic network, no perfect security is guaranteed. [12] The 
VISA issuance problems of mine in attending The Science of 
Consciousness 2022 conference on an individual basis can also 
have been contributed by the political factor. 

The currency management outlined in the regulation are 
divided to two years and one. This is associated with the cen-
tralized banking system of the country with developments in 
centralized cryptocurrency in hidind the traces of covert oper-
ations. Even though international and inter-organizational 
projects are listed in the section with inter-organizational 
frameworks, the limitation terms combined with currency 
management in essence still puts such projects into trade and 
commerce orientated essence than scientific and academic 
purposes. Technical and equipment accountings are specifical-
ly listed and the foreign scholars listed in the section hence 
gets to be contained in the framework in the limitation terms. 
The budget proposals are typically planned economy account-
ing, and the funded agencies becomes of outsourced contrac-
tors. Publications are effectively defined to the limitations of 
information communication, propriety rights, documentation, 
and etc. Any cooperations are restricted to the border man-
agement for the funds, and the hierarchical structures are de-
ducible to personal liabilities. This means that coercions with 
power political legislations can be hidden in the scientific 
communities, and the monetary regulations imposes unlim-
ited personal liabilities for retracting money. 

Even though morality and ethics are literally stressed in the 
document, the fundamental moralities and ethics for academic 
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freedom is not respected in such regulatory drafting. Moreo-
ver, the “morality & ethics” listed in the literary interpreta-
tions only mean for the dictatorially interposed human ma-
nipulation disregarding the inherent dignities & autonomy in 
the human persons that underlies the basis of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights. The administrative authorities 
are deferred to the newly founded dictatorial CPC Central 
Commission for Discipline Inspection and is prone to the 
nominal law of the “judiciary” systems. [8] [9] Such top-down 
hindrance of power politics on the scientific activities is sheer-
ly predatory and utterly party political. It means that any free 
form of scientific activities and independent scientists are 
prone to be restricted and all degreed researchers and scien-
tists are politically controlled by the surrogacy of the universi-
ties and affiliated companies based in mainland China. The 
ethics and moralities in humanitarian values are therefore, 
disguised under cultural diplomacy, and linguistic codes can 
be adapted to infiltrate the global cyber space with cyber sov-
ereign claims and backend data manipulations. Such resources 
intensive controls on the scientific communities largely ex-
plains the military spendings and militant expansionism of P. 
R. China’s global behavior. Libertarian approaches may as-
suage some human harms in the liberal institutions, but not 
efficient in eliminating the instrusions in the liberal institu-
tions. [2] 

In summary, the literature review found that the realpolitik 
strategy the military dictatorial country has developed is un-
dermining the scientific activities in the global society, and has 
effectively shaped a coercive mechanism from a hierarchical 
command chain on an autocratic, dictatorial, and nationalist 
top-down strategy. The limited scopes for scientific funding 
and especially in the natural sciences have undermined the 
global equitability of knowledge production and sharing. Such 
political problem imposed on the academic and scientific 
world can not be properly resolved without countermean-
surements, appropriate political actions, and defesnse strate-
gies. [2] 

2.4 Book Review 

The books reviewed for the research are The Search for Modern 
China, The Dark Side of Personality: Science and Practice in Social, 
Personality, and Clinical Psychology, and 1421: The Year China 
Discovered America. The book review, in relation to the mari-
time & geopolitical ambitions of the Russian hegemonic 
sphere, two preliminary psychological countermeasurements 
on the characteristics of the Chinese “United Front Working 
Group (UFWG)”’s impact have been adopted in the research-
es, and the autocratic nationalism’s psychological prototype in 
the cyber domains is identified as the Machiavellianism model 
in the dark triad, whereby the mass psychological conse-
quence is summarized as the infliction of condescension. [13] 
The political assertions of Chinese media are characterized 
with the UFWG. Its coercive force on the market commercial-
izes the propagandas, apart from the military connotations in 
the media. The military assertions in media in substance 
makes diplomatic uses of media and bypasses international 
law. The forceful use of media, apart from the dictatorial cul-
tural invariable, is not only the source of mass psychological 
coercion & public mental health risk factor, but also is a self-

defensive mechanism on international crime(s). The chicanery 
uses on the terms of sovereignty, decolonization, and inde-
pendence as in “domestic affairs” have been the key instru-
mentalization of the governmental bodies. [15] [16] Such psy-
chologically intrusive methods also shaped the non-identity 
problems for the marginalized LGBTQIA+ population & wider 
victimized population. Regardless of the insignificant ap-
proach to the book review in relation to the mass approach 
implemented by the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) with 
library and book intelligence implemented in the Chinese uni-
versities, that can be potentially combined with the multime-
dia works conducted by the UFWG, such approaches are still 
necessary in preserving the mental health of the researcher, in 
the context that, those combined with telecommunication in-
telligences, machine learning, artificial intelligence, natural 
language learning, and etc., will further intrude the global 
security through time series and consequentially outer space 
security via domain politics. The anthropological lens in 1421: 
The Year China Discovered America helped with the anthropo-
logical rationale preservations on the country of origin from 
birth of the author. 

2.4.1 Book Overview 

The Search for Modern China drew a map on the Chinese civi-
lization under the communist regime, with nested interests 
from blood and wars. It paved the evidences for the crimes the 
CPC has done under the Russian hegemony with the disguise 
of a nation. These basis supports the fact that the Nuremberg 
trial consists of the victors’ “justice”, albeit the cases on the 
ordinary evils with great harms done to humanity is not with-
out the concept of justice in and of themselves. The nationalist 
power politics defused in the civil society is the source of in-
justice and human rights law violations in the Chinese declar-
ative law system with totalitarian judicialization. Spence 
adopted a scenic poetic portrayal on the Chinese civilization to 
the maritime histories. It rooted on the notion of modern na-
tion-states signified by party politics with an aesthetic & an-
thropological lens. Its translated versions strictly and robustly 
adhered to regional compartmentalism in the indigenous de-
ductive conceptualization of the content matter, henceforth 
volumes to a fraction of international law & order itself. The 
acknowledgement on limitations in history studies are subtly 
expressed in the use of articles with gendered wisdom of gen-
eration in conflict management. Such Shakespearean apathy 
deprives the book of any apparent value judgement, except for 
the lengthy analysis on ethnic nationalism that accounts for 
one half of the book volume. Evangelical Catholicism with 
Fordist values is disclosed by the careful utilitarian analysis in 
the civil war histories between the communists and Guomin-
dang (a.k.a. KMT), amongst the global nexus of interests. The 
competing interests between the Russian hegemony and dem-
ocratic countries are especially detailed in the realist analysis 
of liberal institutionalism. The poetic avoidance to power poli-
tics and sources of violence is clear-cut in the textures. It un-
dermined the Evangelical messages with sheer hope and trust 
of humanity - the heteronormative notion of ethics. It over-
looked the Chinese communists’ diabolical utility of norma-
tive ethics in the Tibetan massacre, whereby infants were 
killed - they were afraid one day, when the lost souls grew up 
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and knew the historic facts, they might seek revenge. 

2.4.2 Machiavellianism of the Chinese Culture 

One of the major negative factors underlying the formation 
of multiparty system in the region is the Machiavellian ele-
ments of Chinese culture. Spence briefly mentioned the Baojia 
system in the Chinese civil wars and rivalry between the CPC 
and KMT, which seems indifferent to curfews. The Chinese 
cultural subtleties in the belief of power control in coercion 
theory is the coercion on close relationships. [14] Family in the 
basic forms of interpersonal relationship and fundamental 
component of society underlies the rationality and essence of 
Baojia system, hence its predecessor Hukou documents. The 
calculation of interpersonal relationships is contemporary in 
the Chinese cyber deployments and artificial intelligence 
backends, which underlies the mass surveillance rationales 
and targeted sanctions on families. [2] This can cause the 
greatest pain on the imposers’ perceived enemies. [3] The ad-
vantage of the method is operational covert with low costs 
other than visible wars. The subsidiary advantage is the pain 
incurred to persons & human groups’ morales that prominent-
ly or potentially disinterest the imposers’ illicit gains in other 
areas. With the dualistic approach to international law with 
nominal laws for domestic control, the generated data could 
have been used for more realist analysis in the financial sec-
tors in global economy with the Great Firewall of domain poli-
tics. 

Massacres are not modern phenomenon in Chinese govern-
ance. The descriptive accounts on the repeating patterns of 
Chinese governance in civilizational models in the book over-
looked the grandiosity traits of organizational behaviors start-
ed from the Qin dynasty with the emperor who first “unified” 
the Chinese sovereignty. The grandiosity of a supreme leader 
is consistent with the ancient Chinese culture thereon, and 
persistent with the Communist propagandas that overt the 
triumph of popularism, namely the ideological security the 
CPC takes on against humanitarian values in liberal interna-
tionalism, with strong top-down censorships. In military psy-
chology, the talent cultivation of narcissist grandiosity traits 
based on nationalism perceptions are used as a morale build-
ing method, and the sophistry of diplomatic rhetorics in aca-
demic settings are not uncommon. [13] [42] The modern & 
contemporary psychological warfare with ontological frame-
works have been found to be based on Stalin’s nationalistic 
theories adopted to holism, hence the revisionist nationalism 
based on “soft power” in P. R. China’s modern behavior in the 
global system. [2] [16] Thus details are overlooked by the 
book, for the confrontation and value proper of the allies 
against the axis power. One of the criticisms on the Nurem-
berg trial being the victor’s justice in peacetime hindsight can-
not be overlooked, by one of the judging nation USSR being 
behind Stalin dictatorship that misrepresented the founda-
tional perceptions of democratic justice. 

2.4.3 The Power of Nuclear Knowledge 

The depictions on the trail of nuclear knowledge are subtly 
hidden in the consecutive figures on the lost lives of humanity, 
whereas the power of nuclear knowledge is not forgotten by 
the Communist cadres. The callousness for territorial power 

persisted the CPC’s decision, from leadership to leadership 
with post facto admittance by the global community’s undeni-
able evidences. [2] [29] The power feed from Stalin determined 
Mao Zedong’s “One-Sided” policy during the Cold War in 
exchange for the thermonuclear knowledge Russian spies 
fetched from U.S. and Germany. [29] Even the 1989 
Tian’anmen Square massacre did not stop the consistency of 
conduct. The Three Gorges Dam was propagated to serve the 
civil economy. Even with great efforts of the scientific com-
munity warning its negative consequences, forced migration 
was dictated to ensure its construction. The control of the an-
cient trade rout is capable of providing consistent direct cur-
rent for the thermonuclear weapon production underground, 
hidden from radar detections. The optimistic relief in the 
structural realist reading of Asian power politics is a non-
ommisible flaw in the book - the overlook on the depth of 
darkness. 

The historic accounts of America’s intervention for a multi-
party democracy never appeared in any of the Chinese Minis-
try of Education designed textbooks, with uniformed distribu-
tion mandatory to all children born within its borders. The 
mass psychological incentivization through mandatory & pub-
lic education system features the school violences designed to 
build uniformed nationalism traits via negative reinforcement. 
The positive reinforcements, not dissimilar to the monetary 
wars the CPC raised against KMT for power political gains, 
are concealed with the centralized banking system & data ma-
nipulations on metrics. [2] The civil-military fusion disrupts 
the purchasing power parity of the civil economy that under-
lies the basis for the Trade War. However, on a political di-
mension in international relations, Washington’s instructions 
to Wedemeyer did not involve consideration for a democratic 
China, but only a centralized government. The use of control 
theory in Washington’s overseas operations acknowledged the 
Chinese sovereignty, expressed the value tendency for the 
Nationalists (KMT), and nonintervention in case of two-party 
civil war. With unanimous attitude of diplomatic personnel, 
the KMT-CPC rapprochement was more of a humanitarian 
operation that may not have satisfied the communists. 

2.4.3 The Extension of Russian Hegemony 

Maritime competition is a key theme in the book. Stripped 
away the heteronormative accounts on the philosophy of his-
tory, the Big Bang lens of values in the drafting of history is 
not undesirable. [17] The strategization of Ostpolitik with the 
Comintern arcing from France to Beijing laid the foundation of 
the unitary party system in P. R. China. [18] Stalin’s lure to the 
power ambitions of Mao Zedong contributed to the CCP’s 
decision in fighting against America in the Korean War. The 
glorification of the Maoist dictatorship was combined with the 
domestic eugenic policies for future military personnel, which 
was later changed to birth limitations in the 1980s for food 
shortage. The contrast between the Nationalists and Com-
munists in civil war attitudes is subtly portrayed, but nonethe-
less did not change the Communist’s continuing deployment 
of nuclear arsenals across the Taiwan Strait. The continued 
extensions on the natural resources in the South China Sea and 
the nuclear submarines are leveraged against NATO in the 
security council, a seat the USSR bargained for the Com-
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munists. Unlike the forces allied for scientific plausibility and 
positive-sum cooperations, the global communist movement’s 
command chains have been a product of interpersonal satellite 
communications on a hierarchical basis. [19] If the Com-
munists’ beliefs in a materialistic world were true, such defeat-
ist topdown commands only leads to the deductive world of 
materials, hence the exploitation of global energy resources. 
[18] 

The alliances in the Asia-Pacific strategically block NATO’s 
potential routs to the Southern Hemisphere, and manifested 
the authoritarian rises in the regional governments. The sec-
ond-hand nuclear knowledge did not come cheap for the 
Communists nor the civilians under the regime, and the Chi-
nese literati’s narcissistic slogan of “unification” and “saving 
the country” with deficit machoism drove the dictatorial de-
velopmental path of modern China - if by saving it meant kill-
ing, if by saving it meant enslaving. The denial dialectics is 
still a formal political discourse in the Chinese politics and 
widely used in the state-controlled media. The students never 
realized by “national reunification” they meant to train them 
as defeatists to the people they may have thought to befriend 
with, and the book ended without further cruelties to the 
readers. 

2.4.4 Cultural Errors in Revisionism 

The book review adopted a critical theory approach. It has 
a diagnostic review on the Roman Statute’s positivist ap-
proach to the Geneva Conventions. The qualitative method 
uses an axiological analysis in the cross-cultural intersection. 
Comparative cultural psychology was adopted on Chinese 
naturalism. [20] It analyzed the Chinese philosophies with the 
psychosocial note on the lack of negative infinity in the cultur-
al-philosophical psychologies of the cultural nationalism in 
the CPC’s revisionist approaches. The “yin” and “yang” ap-
proaches in the Chinese philosophies, denoting the gender 
binary of male and female and thought to complete the gender 
binary in Chinese heteronormativity, is identified as the struc-
tural stigma in the ethnical & regional context. [21] [22] The 
deficiency of negative infinity in the Chinese philosophies is 
regarded to be the driven psychodynamic factor in the human 
behaviors of the enforced cultural indigenous population, 
apart from the dangers of the revisionism approach without 
negative infinities taken into the consciousness of the regime 
population. The postpositivist element of the book review was 
aimed at counteracting the intrusive amplification effect on 
the use of mass media and modern cyberspace by the militari-
zation of the UFWG. [21] With the axiological constructs of the 
book reviews & research process, my previous discourse ap-
proach with ménage à trois became a personal marriage choice 
in leu of law from origin, and became the intrinsic factor on the 
preservation of personal psychology in the research process. 
[23] [24] 

3 RESULTS 

The research mainly aimed at scaling the impact of the fraudu-
lent “military-civil fusion strategy”. With the deceitful terms 
of “new energy” and “clean energy”, the high metallicity pro-
duction of nuclear weaponry in the Yantze river region with 

humid air environment significantly undermined the public 
health system’s capacity and harmed the public health. [2] 
Moreover, recent developments of chip production in Chong-
qing for the purpose of illicit surveillence technologies dis-
guised in market products will further increase actnic radia-
tion's interactions with the lingering metallicity in the humid 
air. Such pollution will further impact on the riverbeds & 
farmlands in the region. 

Quantifying the hydrothermal circulation on the consump-
tion of the earth’s internal heat budget can capitalize the eco-
nomic factors to the ecological paradigm of climate change in 
order to deter the self-destructive behaviors of the dictatorial 
& militant approach of the Chinese nation. With the continued 
energy politics led by Russian hegemonic banking in the 
South China Sea, the Chinese government & CPC’s delusional 
power projection over Taiwan in the approach can further 
harm the population in the region by top-down command 
economy. With the exacerbated nuclear weaponry production, 
current methods of indicator in the energy sector on carbon 
footprint’s weakness in addressing the thermal factor in envi-
ronmental change unveils that, the drastic & mass production 
of nuclear weaponry in the production of high concentration 
of carbon families or derivative compounds has created irre-
versible changes to the planetary system destroying atmos-
pheric plasma and resonance causalities on natural fusion and 
fission generations. [25] Whereby the cooling facilities of nu-
clear power plants contribute to the surface warmth of the 
hydrothermal circulation, hydroelectric power plant changes 
the phases of the circulation. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Annexation is often said in a cultural territorial context in 
many dictatorial regimes and with communist spread. [3] 
However, with the scientific instruments on the development 
of outer space, and the low earth orbit satellites that governs 
most commercial activities, the seizure of assets and produc-
tion-based ideologies is widening the knowledge gaps be-
tween the democratic and dictatorial regimes, especially with 
territorial totalitarian approaches of government. [26] In a po-
litical-economic aspect, this undermines the presumptions of 
global economy as one; and in critical international relations, 
the equitability of deductive welfare from the scientific in-
struments is undermined by the widening ontological gaps 
between the Communist blocks and democratic sovereignties. 
[27] [10] [28] The inevitable overlaps in the semantics realm 
with the individually targetable mass surveillance have put 
privacy as the price for the democratic societies as a collateral 
damage for economic enagements, if not also enboldened the 
dictatorial gross breaches in the market economies. [2] By the 
differences of orbits and developments in outer space activi-
ties, the strategic goals of the communist block will only in-
crease territorial marginalization effects with high frequency 
trading and monetary flows in contrast to the outward-bound 
scientific goals of the American led outer space developments. 
[3] Such widening of cosmic gaps will further increase the 
consciousness gaps between the communist regimes and the 
democratic states, creating further fragmentations both in the 
basis of the natural sciences and in the sociopolitical under-
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standings. 
The command chains of the low earth orbits consisted of 

the spread of Russian hegemony in competition with NATO, 
and the nuclear knowledge to the geopolitical territorial pow-
ers of the communist blocks. Such complexities of the orbital 
signals hence become of the limitations to the fundamental 
freedoms that the human rights clauses pertain to. [29] Surro-
gacy of language rhetoric and semantic issues among domains 
becomes of the new form of nationalism in modern Chinese 
autocratic socialism. It is in this regard, the issues of dictatorial 
regime’s ideological spread in the cyber spaces and commer-
cialized sectors, containing psychological data used in media 
with power interdependence, shape the problems on privacy 
and commercial ethics in the cyber domains. [2] [30] The poli-
tics of registrars in dictatorial powers further enhance the en-
slavement of people with more effective backend data and less 
visible means of suppression in modern society, such as the 
monopolization of universities by the Ministry of Education of 
P. R. China with a centralized registrar. [31] 

The development of informatics and Great Firewalls is only 
the part of it that counteracts the democratic countries’ Evan-
gelical commercial activities, and the seizures of data centers 
to the controls of the regime power further enhanced the 
communists’ targeting capabilities on the civil society with the 
party prerogatives of military civil fusion, with telephone tap-
ping and ethical issues in metadata included. [2] Mass surveil-
lance and targeted surveillance is often associated with the 
totalitarian and dictatorial needs to put potential talents under 
control and use by the powers. It is not only a crime against 
humanity, but also a malpractice in the scientific and academic 
fields that contribute to unethical technologies. [31] As was 
evidenced, in the spirit of the peaceful development of outer 
space, high energy beams and LASERS can have more peri-
lous consequences to humanity than the existing explicitly 
prohibited antisatellite weapons. [31] 

Federated policies use a geographical ground-based think-
ing in fostering collective actions, but the causal chain of envi-
ronmental change is less accounted for, nor the human activi-
ties’ influences to the cosmos. [31] Such issues are not only 
contributed by the existing low-earth-orbit satellite signals, 
but also outer-space-bound high energy beams’ lasting trans-
mission to local universes. [32] The magnitude of the influence 
is large with the galactic sized black holes, yet is not well de-
fined in ad hoc senses. Unlike the nuclear power sources used 
in outer space that decay naturally with limited trave speed, 
such high energy beams travel in the speed of light in concen-
trated forms. [2] The asymmetry of information on such mag-
nitude of changes in the cosmic environment further makes it 
unpredictable if any such energetic beams traveled to a local 
black hole. By the ex aequo et bono spirit, I have already sent the 
peer-reviewed papers to the International Court of Justice 
without any party affiliation. With the P5 member status, Chi-
na would never have been possible to consent to arbitration 
and this also underlies the prosecution of Christians and mili-
tarization of religion by the Chinese Communist Party in order 
to conteract the foundamental values set forth in the Roman 
Statute. The cultural nationalism, cyber psychology warfare, 
and mass surveillances by the dictatorial power is a gross 

waste of natural & human resources in evading justice. Since 
no other rational parties with military powers may want to file 
against the nuclear power, I constitute my own party by forum 
prorogatum on such a case in an ipso facto basis as an asylum 
accepted by the U.S.A. [31] 

With information asymmetry, P. R. China’s import and ex-
port, hence currency manipulation regime, have been an un-
derlying factor to the production and administration support 
for malicious technologies. Its suppression on the freedom of 
publication further justifies its guilt and evil systemic cover-up 
attempts disregarding international justice and global peace of 
the fundamental survivals of humanity. With the United Na-
tions Office for Outer Space Affairs, an expert group on the 
issues ought to be formed for the formation of state consents 
so that justice can be seen to light with proper scientific evi-
dences. The Roman Statute as a successor to the Geneva Con-
ventions is the best covenat that current there is. 

5 DISCUSSIONS 

As the paper has identified, six foreseeable impacts on the cur-
rent conducts of P. R. China are listed as: 1. Undermining of 
human security; 2. Erosion to mental & psychological health; 
3. Development of coercions in democratic societies using 
population surrogacy; 4. Further access to intellectual proper-
ties & sensitive technologies; 5. Artificial intelligence calcula-
tions & designs for population controls that are explicitly 
drafted into criminal acts by the Roman Statute; 6. Market ac-
cess to military technologies and further militarization on 
technologies. As for the structural designs and instrumentali-
zation of government is a dictatorial conduct, my persecutions 
and accusations have been on the current dictator Xi Jinping. 
[2] However, the Bush administration’s withdrawal along 
with Russia from the signatories of the International Criminal 
Court (ICC) further delegitimized the Roman Statute. Strategi-
cally, Taiwan & India’s status in the ICC can contribute to a 
better global society based on democratic principles, yet the 
Christian faith for decolonial discourse powers have been a 
cross-cultural misunderstanding in shaping the wills, with 
LGBTQIA+ issues as one of them. [33] The “believing and de-
siring” in the Outer Space Treaties did not take into considera-
tion on gender & sexuality diversity, and what it means to the 
ethics of such families is open to discussions. 

Analogous to the Vitruvian Man, human rights put the per-
son at the centerfold or lens in globalization. Modern struc-
tures confine power to a single institution in the United Na-
tions system, namely the reach of force(s) in geographic loca-
tions in the General Assembly & Security Council. [10] The 
structural realist power competitors, often than not, in seeking 
& maintaining regional power of force, use culture as a totali-
tarian pretense for repelling international law with offensive 
realism. [35] The territorial monetary generation schemes in 
communism with forced “jurisdiction” has been a persistent 
practice and now with natural resources satellites for further 
negative sum game practices. Albeit the hegemonic ambitions’ 
fear has been reflected on the ongoing aggressions on Ukraine, 
scientific concensus buildings are still necessary. [36] 

Even with U.S.’s interventions, the realpolitik precedence of 
the Stalin dictator’s evasion of justice set the perception on 
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victor’s justice in the trial. [37] Whereby organizational crimes 
are ideally to be taken accounted for with the commanding 
source of such organization(s), the Eichmann’s case is just on 
the basis that even under extreme coercion, holocaust is not 
justified in order to preserve one’s own life and / or well-
being. However, such historic facts take root in the memories 
and perceptions of the public, and cause further fears being 
fed on by the instrumental powers’ organizational coercions. 
[38] [39] The less obvious yet more profound harms on the 
global public interest of biological security are not unassociat-
ed with the exacerbated developments, with severe breaches 
on humanitarian laws. [31] [40] Such preemptive measures are 
characteristic on fending the state system off totalitarian poli-
tics and militant coercions in the disguise of “guided democ-
racy” that is fundamentally no democracy, especially that the 
breaches of humanitarian laws negate the presumption of 
multiculturalism, which should be seen as sophisticated dis-
course for the dictatorial surrogacy. [41] [42] Such cultural 
psychology utilizes art history to the perceptions of might for 
malign mergers and acquisitions as economic coercion bar-
gaining in the global market, which is especially worse within 
the power’s territory. Human trafficking is largely a result of 
administrative detention and especially for the case(s) of the 
“Great Firewall” of mainland China. [43] 

It is also for the concept of justice in the discussions, I 
would suggest that the International Court of Justice shall 
have a specialized gender group on the fundamental freedoms 
and human rights for LGBTQIA+ persons, which by popula-
tion rates of birth in humanity may always be a minority 
group. [34] However, with the predatory economic & financial 
practices combined with gross human rights abuses, the re-
gions under communist & Russian hegemonic seizures are still 
an expanding humanitarian crisis. Even though a state party 
to the Geneva Convention on the Prevention and Punishment 
of the Crime of Genocide, the coerced birth control & meas-
urement is still a nationwide practice in the Chinese com-
munist regime, with numeral instances of genocide acts not 
punished; the ongoing detention camp in Xinjiang is not un-
likely to have the element of forcefully transferring children of 
the group to another group. With the springing-up of globally 
distributed communist revolutions, how can the liberal insti-
tutions regain its strengths in legimacy in liberal international-
ism? 
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